Blood is the system containing almost all chemical elements of the periodic system of D.I. Mendeleyev (super system of the Universe chemical compound). It’s man who creates this system with the help the hormones exit in blood and forms the elements mass composition, endocrine system is the creator of elements of D.I. Mendeleyev table.

Blood has the following structure: blood atom (elements), kernel, blood cells (erythrocytes), leukocytes, thrombocyte (fig. 1-5).
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Blood plasma is the cleanest water molecules. Plasma (water) is a basis of thoughts acceptance by a person. A human has two phases of water in blood: pure ready for thoughts acceptance, and that which has already filled. The thought is accepted by a pure molecule which gives energy to blood and becomes «empty». It means that in blood plasma there is water which accepts thought and the one which has processed it. Plasma is the structure which provides acceptance of thoughts and their return. Quality of plasma (water in molecules, i.e. chromosomes) depends on the compound of a cell kernel. If the structure of a gene-element atom is correct, then plasma provides wrong energy emission of a water molecule (chromosomes). It leads to a failure. Failure is an abundance of dead chromosomes (leukocytes). The conditions of thoughts nonconductibility in cleanliness are formed.

The main thing is to accept a thought. Thought is the energy. Energy is fundamental of physical body existence.

"What if the person thinks much? What does it mean to blood?"

The person accepts thought: blood creates cells growth active. This is both a force of a kernel and a force of plasma. Plasma action is a result of a blood cells kernel activity.

After reception of a thought the molecule develops it. Plasma provides a thought translation into action, a water molecule is developed ( unrealistic). Death of a plasma molecule occurs at night. It is the process of molecule turning into initial condition. The energy is taken away at night. It is a life law: give back what you have taken. In the morning the thought goes again. A water molecule rests at night. «Has died» is a rest. If the water molecule is curtailed it means that it does not create thought reception.

If people work at night they don't let the energy of thought to leave by force of their consciousness. This is the overtwisted «on the contrary» water molecule ( unrealistic). This is weakness and bad mood. This is not curved in norm molecule ( unrealistic), and which cannot accept necessary quantity of energy again. It (water molecule) is abnormal, unrested, not bent for acceptance of new thought.

Interaction of all blood structures provides is a human life. Red blood cells are molecules with pure elements. They easily create the elements connections corresponding to character of emotions felt by a person. These are correct atoms connections of a kernel of cellular (DNA) and it's a health of the person.

Blood clots are dead cells which do not receive energy of the sun.

Red blood cells are molecules which «float» in water. Their function is to take nourishment (elements) from food and transport them in blood. From any food created by nature a true (element) compound allocates in blood. A human blood «pulls» that is called «element cookery» from food in a stomach, i.e. microstructure created by energy of the sun. That which is not created by energy of the sun goes to a waste. Blood takes pure elements from food at first; these are natural products (without chemical additives).

Then blood pulls the compound of elements which has got to chemistry, and extends the elements from it, which have been already weakened by chemistry but still reacting to a solar energy. Weak elements create a weak food in blood, the strong ones – the strong.

The food in a stomach gives energy to an organism through blood, it is important by its energy, element structure, but not by weight. Red blood cells «transport» energy from food to a person's blood.

Perfection of chemistry system is processes of oxidation and restoration. Is everything in the nature except gold in oxides?

In nature everything is created in the form of different compounds. Cleanliness doesn't exist at all. Gold in absolute cleanliness can be only in blood of the person. True gold is only in blood of the person. So everything on the Earth is compounds. A cleanliness of elements is only in blood but also blood is full of compounds (blood clots).

It is trouble that illnesses of our life do not give us pleasure of existence. There is a process of a science stagnation. There are no medicines which help at once and in everything form lightness of body and pleasure of life. Burning process of everything and all is the help in struggle for health of each person. Having created ideal structure of blood it is possible to cure everyone who is sick. Blood ashes are concept of reorganization of its element structure. Blood, which is not ashy, only makes active atoms.

Average number of elements given in a birth is 67, 68 to 70. Less quantity of elements in blood means weak-mindedness usually.

Average system of elements development in human blood is to 72, but they seldom happen pure, a lot of them are in compounds. The work of elements in blood clots is weak. The absence of many blood elements is (leukae mia). When 3–4 elements unite in a blood, it is small blood clots: it is revealed in the form of human an aggressive reaction to any acts, deep mortification because of injustice etc. It is character. If people have a blood with 67–70 pure elements they will be great persons of goodness, mind and honour. There is small number of such people, they almost don't exist.
Elements, genes, chromosomes, hormones, transitions of one in another are obvious in science actions of one and the same: elements. Elements are blood basis.

Genes are abilities in the process person development.

Chromosomes (number) are diseases etc.

For people health improvement it is necessary to study a concept of blood atomic structure and structure of the pure blood full of all elements and without blood clots and to change these compounds by cloning. When carrying out cloning process a person takes 10 ml of venous blood. He drinks 3 ml in and takes 7 ml in atomic structure. The old blood cell remains in person organisms, and new one incurs everything new in a life. It means that tomorrow the person will become a man who doesn't know pain, illnesses, aggression and everything negative.

The clone is a powerful influence on change of blood compounds. Even within 2–3 days blood will be another, powerful. And the blood will operate better.

The cloning is a destruction of blood clots. There is its disintegration if blood clots are multilayered. The difficult multilayered blood clot is of 3–12 layers. Having cleared 4 of them you almost forget about everything, but 3 will have an effect if suddenly the deformed molecule of water, pest, seed in maturing or a chemical preparation gets in meal. The blood clot starts to grow again. It is a concept «to break, but not to finish».

If the person blood is pure from a birth there is no blood clots, and a person makes reasonable actions. But, such blood now is a very little. Abundance of the pulled out in the childhood (measles) blood clots and their recreation gives furrows in vessels. This is the earlier action of staphylococcus.

In vessels a blood clot (fig 6-7) forms in any time in its place. One has sat down in mother’s womb. It means that it is grown in, i.e. it is impossible to tear it off. This is future character, whims, disobedience, aversion of parent thoughts in the childhood and adolescence.

If you take antibiotics they’ll create entropy, i.e. suck in yourself that which is appeared to be poisoning for blood. However in a pure place antibiotics are not fixed, only on uterine blood clots. New blood clots create staphylococcus (inoculations against diphtheria, measles, typhus, tuberculosis). All other blood clots are created on their basis, i.e. on uterine and on inoculated. The generated more on weight in a blood clot pulls on itself, similar is drawn by the similar. Patrimonial (uterine) blood clots are very powerful. They are illnesses development of mother and her blood.

Huge blood clots are created by anaesthesia (narcosis). This is a murder of blood cellular compound (broken cells), they do not know where to disappear and gather in a huge group. After operation it is necessary to drink live or frozen blood.

Blood clots have their own history. Each blood clot is a way of selfnegation in human «I». The blood clot is a wrong action of the person. The blood clot is not developed concept of logic, thinking and the right to the «I». The abundance of blood clots speaks about person difficult character. It is a rage, insult, disappointment and chronic illnesses.

There are blood clots from a sin of thoughts in actions. There are blood clots from violence of someone’s thoughts. There are blood clots from the superiority of thoughts about yourself and others. In chemistry this process is called «overoxidation». It is not a chemical reaction but disintegration one. In process of life it is easier for the person to create blood clots instead of breaking them. Negation of something in your consciousness can create the blood clot; praising of you is blood clots breaking. Praise more and more, only sometimes reminding, that the praise is for overcoming something in sincerity and from heart. It is concept of
In life there is a lot of chemistry that all has mixed. Threading the elements in chemistry on a blood clot which created in negation increases a blood clot. If the person pleased but accepts chemistry blood still struggles, i.e. it creates a fight for true compound of blood (without blood clots). Love and pleasure break chemical compounds. It is possible because of person's creation of sincere desire to live in beauty. If all is bed for the person and he drinks chemistry the blood clot expands.

To clean a blood clot from chemical preparations they should be burnt and eaten. All blood clots to collapse.

If the person has such blood clots which are created quickly and powerful on force of coupling these blood clots give him jealousy. There are sensual blood clots and painful ones.

The sensual concern:
- Jealousy,
- Robbery,
- Sin of the sins (murder of the person).

Painful blood clots concern blood clots which do not leave without clone action.

Sensual blood clots can be broken by own blood, to break painful blood clots the own blood cannot help.

Sensual blood clots can be broken by own blood. It is love, morning walk, holidays, creativity.

Painful blood clots can be broken only by cloning. Painful blood clots are terrible, huge, volume (i.e. very, very huge). It is suicide, murder, drunkenness with robbery (murder).

All people are ill, the healthy person is very unusual occurrence. Those who makes blood for clarification from blood clots for itself will «reborn». These people are very emotional. They are glad to all and everything!

Blood clots of the suicide and the murderer. The chemistry is a poisoning by poison (any). Poison (any) is not cleared in parent blood, it passes to the child. The child has been sick since a birth because of blood clot that has been made by the poison which has passed from blood of mother. If poison of a natural origin (mushrooms, rotten berries, meat etc.) a person was born with thought of a suicide.

If it is a chemistry poison, he is the barbary, an aggressor, the executioner, the despot, easier criminal (murderer).

To carry out health improvement people should be divided into 3 groups:
1. Aged people since 1 year till 12 years.
2. People since 12 years till 27 years.
3. People are more senior 27 years.

Group 1 – blood makes only growth of cells. There are no negative actions of cells. I.e. this group is not subject to a clone. But in cases when are spoilt (clots up) blood cells of children (narcosomes), clone should be done. If do not create a clone for these children they will be cancer children in the further life. The killed cells in the childhood are a basis of cancer disease in the future.

Group 2 – basic age, i.e. there is an abundance of growth of hormones. Hormones are a chemistry of blood, i.e. it is all elements that have reached the optimum. The elements of young children as small as children are. Since 12 years a thinking development in development (awkward age), i.e. there is yield of a considerable quantity of hormones which answer for development of emotions. I.e. there is a growth of the elements which has been in a birth. The same is at a clone. It grows with new blood together. For this group (2) a clone can be done only if a narcosis was made. Other illnesses can be cured increasing dynamics of growth of blood cells (i.e. creating full compound of chemical elements) – drinking blood.

Group 3 – an ideal age, this age – «stop system», i.e. the blood cell has full structure and cell division till 33th years, then dying of blood cells advances their birth, i.e. after 33th years there is an ageing of the person. Till 33th years the blood cell did not die, but only have division, after 33th years the destruction mechanism joins. Now the clone is necessary. The Christ’s age (33 years) is the ideal age of a maturity of a blood cell. If till this time (till 33th years) illnesses narcosomes and an abundance of antibodies were, blood had blood clots. These years you can drink blood and burnt products and pharmacological preparations. Without clone.

If there is an early clone the person cannot create the «I», i.e. the «I» will start a new rebirth. It will be mentality another, he/she is the person changes itself. But if till 27 years the person has been having an abundance of blood clots (i.e. antibiotics, nerves etc.) and alcohol the person is more senior 33th years. Treatment of blood by a clone is necessary.